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CRF Newsletter

Looking down Hamilton Valley from the site of the proposed Mammoth Cave Field Stalion and CRF Headquarters.

COMING OUR WAY-CRF
HEADQUARTERS
Mel Park
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For decades CRF has been seeking a location for
a permanent headquarters. Through the financial
generosity of a few long-time lVs we have taken a
good frrst step toward making this a reality. Our
~ginning days were on Flint Ridge-within a year,
If all goes well, CRF will be there once again.
At the end of 1992, the Foundation was able to
purchase nearly 200 acres of land that encompasses
Hamilton Valley, just east of the Salts Cave
Entrance. The valley is one of the most beautiful in
the region. Everyone who has seen it has fallen
instantly in love with it. The valley overlies part of
Salts Cave and is an important part of the Pike
Spring drainage. On the southwestern border of the
property is a projection of sandstone-capped highland.
This knoll provides an extraordinary building site
with one of the finest views of karst landscape in the
INSIDE
Sides Cave-a
look at an important piece of the Flint
Ridge jigsaw puzzle.
CRF Mission Statement
by Janet Sowers
Grund Trail Acrobatics-a
look back at Flint Ridge
caving c 1970 by Pete Lindlsey
Chlna-a preliminarylook at the 1993 CRF expedition.
Plus-expedition
reports, NPS news, etc.

world. CRF will build there our national headquarters
and a karst field research station.
The building project is conceived in two parts:
frrst, construction of a Mammoth Cave field station
and second, expanding the facilities at a later date t~
serve as National CRF Headquarters and research
center. The first phase will consist of three buildings.
a main building and two bunkhouses. The main
building will include a common room at least 42 fl. x
20 ft. that will do multiple service as a dining hall,
lounge, and conference hall.
There will be a
restaurant-quality kitchen, rest rooms, a 20 fl. x 20 fl.
cartography room, and an expedition leader's office.
The building's 42 ft. length will face the view down
the length of Hamilton Valley, a view that is nothing
less than spectacular.
Rod Henmi, a very accomplished young SI.
Louis architect. is designing the buildings and will
supervise their construction

beginning

this summer.

Preliminary work on this first phase is already
underway. A deep well has already been drilled, a
road is being put in leading to the knoll, and Mr
Henmi is drafting the construction plans.
The Common Building and Bunk Houses are fine
for our basic expedition needs and they will provide
some support for scientific field workers. However,
dedicated buildings with field laboratory space and
Continued p. 14
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CRF NEWSLETTER
Volume 21, NO.2
Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route I, Box 1lOA
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and
karst. For information about the CRF, write to:
Mel Park, CRF President. 1541 Peabody
Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104-3831.

Papers should be sent in their final form by July 31 to Dale
Pate, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, 3225 National Parks
Highway, Carlsbad, NM 88220. Papers received later may
not appear in the Proceedings.
Questions may be directed
to Jim Goodbar (505.887-6544), Dale Pate (505-785.2232)
or Ransom Turner (505.885.4181).
Karst
Field Courses
at Mammoth
Cave, Summer
1993: The Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Western
Kentucky University, and Mammoth Cave National Park
are offering some outstanding
courses this summer at
Mammoth Cave. Courses may be taken for credit (3) with
the cost of tuition being $516 for undergraduate
credit
($183 for Kentucky residents) and $759 for graduate credit
($267 for Kentucky residents). Courses may also be taken
as a non-credit workshop at a cost of $275. All of the instructors are long-time CRF JVs.

Speleology June 6-12, taught by Roger Brucker, is an introductory course with extensive,
Mammoth Cave.

strenuous

field trips into

Karst Geology June 13-19. taught hy Dr. Arthur Palmer, will
include extensive Mammoth Cave field trips. A previous
course in geology is required.

Exploration of Mammoth Cave June 13.19, with Dr. Stan

Editors' Note: We apologize for the delay in this
issue of the News/eller. This was partly due to one of
the editors being away in China, but was mainly due
to waiting to report on late-breaking developments
with the CRF Hamilton Valley property. The August
issue should be back on schedule-please make sure
your trip reports, articles. photos, letters to the editor,
etc. reach us by Ju/y I.
BULLETIN

BOARD

New Address
List: A new CRF Address List is in the
works. If you have moved and used a postal update card or
post office forwarding to get us your new address, please
send us your phone number. Send changes to:
Susan and Dave Ecklund, 1910 Sunshine Circle, Aiken, SC
29803.9296.
National
Cave
Management
Symposium
cosponsored by CRF, will be held at Carlsbad. NM on
October 27-30. The other sponsors are the Bureau of Land
Management, National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service.
and the Southwestern Region of the National Speleological
Society. The symposium will emphasize cave management
within federal agencies. A variety of field trips to Carlsbad
Cavern and to back-country caves will be scheduled. The
banquet speaker will be Tom Aley (Ozark Underground
Lab., Missouri); there will also be a presentation by Merlin
Tuttle, founder of Bat Conservation International.
The pre-registration
fee of $80 will be accepted until
August 15; after that date the fee will be $100. (The corresponding student fees are $35 and $40 respectively). The
fee includes field trip transportation and lunches, banquet,
guide book, and proceedings.
Day passes will also be
available.
Registration
fees should be sent to Roger
McClure, 4700 Amberwood
Drive, Dayton, OH 45424.
Checks should be made out to Cave Research Foundation
93 Symposium. The symposium and banquet will be held in
the Park Inn International, 3706 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad. Reservations can be made by calling 1-800-3212861.

Sides, covers the history of Mammoth Cave and its exploration. Some extensive and strenuous cave trips are included.

Karst Hydrology June 20-26, with Dr. Will White and Dr.
Nick Crawford. This is a field-oriented course on the hydrology of karst terrains with an emphasis on contamination
of karst aquifers.

Cave Survey and Cartography June 20-26, taught by Dr.
John Mylroie and Richard Zopf, includes techniques and
strategies for mapping caves. The course is designed to accommodate a variety of backgrounds and experience.
For more information please contact Dr. Nick Crawford or
Dr. Chris Groves, Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Dept.
of Geography and Geology, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY 42101. 502.745-4555
CRF Annual Meeting: The 1993 Annual Meeting will
take place in Saint Louis, Missouri on November 19-20 on
the Washington University campus. Plan early to attendthere will be plenty of events, details of which will be
announced in the August Newsletter.
CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund raising drive: Help make the planned Mammoth Cave field
headquarters a reality. Send your tax deductible donations
to the treasurer, Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive,
Dayton, OH 45424. Donations are also solicited for the
International Exploration Fund.
Carlsbad
Surface Survey:
Tom Rohrer
tants for surface survey almost any day
Among other projects. Tom needs to shoot
10 miles along U.S. 62/180. Call Tom at
2451), or call the Cave Resource Office
785.2104 x 26)

can use assisexcept Saturday.
points for about
home (505.981at CCNP (505-

Deadline for next Issue Is July 1. Please make sure
your submissions for the next issue reach us by the above
date. MS/SH.
New Baby: Western JVs Howard Hurtt and Janet Hubner
are the proud parents of Eleanor Dan Hurtt. born May 8,
1992 in Chenzhou, Hunan, China and emigrated to Fresno
on October 4, 1992.
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CRF Mission Statement
The

Cave

Research

Foundation

CRF

is

• a confederation
of cavers conducting projects
cave research, interpretation, and management;

in

• a national organization able to identify and address
cave related issues of worldwide scope;
• a group of project oriented cavers who support the
mission of CRF.
The

mission

of CRF

maintains

tbese

assets

by

• attracting talented people and motivating
them
with challenging work, positive role models, good
caving, and a chance to learn abont and contribnte to
cave research;
• maintaining high quality;

*

maintaining

continuity;

• fostering relationships;

is

• archiving, disseminating,

and interpreting

data.

• to facilitate
cave research,
interpretation,
and
management;
• to form partnerships with land managers to protect,
preserve, understand, and interpret caves;

• nurturing responsible
organization;

who represent

the

• to promote the long term health of caves and cave
ecosystems.

• being well-connected in the caving, scientific,
federal administrative communities;

and

CRF

• maintaining a sound reputation for consistently performing high quality work;
'" providing a supportive environment for researchers
(labor, facilities, positive relationships
with land
managers, encouragement to publish).

accomplishes

this

* conducting cave
projects;
• providing guidance
searchers, interpreters,
CRF;

mission

research

and

by
management

and information to cave remanagers, and cavers outside

• fostering positive relationships

with land managers;

CRF

attracts

new

projects

by

leaders

CRF is governed
by
whose function
is

a

Board

of

Directors

• providing grants for cave research;

• to facilitate the activities of the various projects;

• preparing and distributing

• to serve
infonnation;

CRF's greatest

publications.

assets are

as

a clearinghouse

for

ideas

and

• to be custodians of the assets of the Foundation;

• its people;

• to identify and address
national concern;

• its reputation;
'" its experience;
* its relationships;

cave-related

issues

of

* to see our mission accomplished.
{The CRF Mission Statement was written by CRF
director Janet Sowers and approved by the Board of
Directors in 1993]

• its data.

Bill to Protect Lechuguilla Cave
Introduced in Congress

New Management Plan for
Carlsbad Caverns NP

On January 27, Representative
Bruce Vento of
Minnesota
introduced
to
the
House
of
Representatives
the Lechuguilla Cave Protection Act
of 1993 (H.R. 698). Tbe bill would exclude from further mineral leasing and development 9720 acres of
Bureau of Land Management
property bordering
Carlsbad Caverns National Park to the north. The bill
is designed to protect the park's caves from potential
damage from subsurface oil and gas leaks (it is very
likely that Lechuguilla Cave extends below land currently slated for gas exploration). The bill would not
add the land to the park, nor would it affect other
surface activities, such as grazing. Cavers interested
in the long-term well being of Lechuguilla Cave
could do worse than to write to their Representative
and Senators in support of H.R. 698.

A new General Management Plan (GMP) is underway for Carlsbad Caverns National Park. The
GMP will take about two years to complete, and will
guide park management for the next 10-15 years. It
will replace the present Plan, written in the early
1970s.
The GMP will address topics such as the protection of both above-ground and below-ground features
within the park, research priorities, visitor use, roads,
trails, and other facility developments.
Preliminary
alternatives will be described in a newsletter planned
for distribution and public review in June. Public
meetings will be held during the review period this
summer. In 1994, a draft GMP and Environmental
Impact Statement will be issued, which will include

•

Continued over ...
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the NPS' preferred alternative. After further public
review. final decisions

1995.
The GMP will address only issues within the present park boundaries. Two separate legislative initiatives will consider issues beyond the park boundaries.
One is the Lecbuguilla Cave Protection Act described above. The other bill under consideration
would transfer to the NPS a narrow band of federally
owned land between the southwestern boundary of
Carlsbad Caverns National Park and the northeastern
boundary of Guadalupe Mountains National Park.
This tract has been proposed for inclusion in the
National Park system since the 1930s because of its
outstanding scenery, caves, and other natural features. The outcome of these legislative initiatives
will eventually he incorporated into the GMP
planning process.

Carlsbad Underground
ConcessionsEnvironmental Assessment Completed
The NPS has prepared an environmental assessment (EA) on the underground lunchroom in Carlshad
Cavern. The assessment is available for puhlic
review until May IS. The EA is part of an analysis to
determine what services will be included in a new
concessions

contract to be advertised

for bid later

this year. The alternatives considered in the EA
include a no-change

option, a reduction

in the size

and type of underground services, and the elimination
of underground services. CCNP Superintendent Frank
Deckert stated that the objectives of the EA are "to
ensure that visitors receive an experience that is consistent with the missions and goals of the NPS, and
that the park's resources arc not harmed by developments within the cavern."

Mammoth Cave National Park
Oral History Project
The National Park Service, with funding from the
Eastern National Park and Monument Association,
will initiate through Western Kentucky University a
project to conduct oral history interviews with people
who lived in communities

in the area now encom-

passed by Mammoth Cave National Park. Cultural
Resource
Specialist
Bob Ward states that
"According to local residents, there were more than
thirty different communities, and we want to collect
people's remembrances by talking with several folks
from each one." The interviews will be conducted by
WKU graduate students under the supervision of Dr.
Lynwood Montell, Professor of Folk Studies.
Interview transcripts will he kept available at the
Mammoth Cave National Park library.
Source: Bob Ward, MCNP.

Grund Trail Ladder Tale

on the plan will be made in

Pete Lindsley
Back in the '70s, Roger Brucker spotted a high
waterfall lead in the Grund Trail area of Flint Ridge
and generated enough interest that several of us
decided to try it. The lead was at the top of a domepit, perhaps 60 ft. high, at the end of a 15-20 ft. wide
canyon. It headed off into an area of no known cave.
This was to be a multiple-trip project and the
scaling pole we decided to implement was simply an
aluminum extension ladder, the kind where one ladder slides into another. The aluminum extrusions
were soft metal-{)ne had to be careful not to bend
the parts, such as when going through crawls. With
two people per section, we got our pole parts to the
location and reassembled the extension ladder which
was good for about 26 feet. as I recall. We bolted the
bottom of the ladder to a ledge as high as we could
climb, and tilted the top over to the opposite wall.
We jumared up the standing rope tied to the top of
the ladder and set double bolts on the wall. Then we
hoisted up the bottom of the ladder and tied off to the
double bolts on the left. Next we tilted the top of the
ladder over to the right wall and jumared up the
standing rope and set another pair of bolts on Ule
right. Repeat the process several times and up you
go. You have to plan your points so you come out in

the right place at your lead [sec diagram].
As can be seen, the ahility to adjust Ule length of
the extension can be useful. A limit is the size of the
crawl one has to pass with the extension ladder
parts-pick out the ladder carefully when buying for
this purpose.
Oh, we did the climb, but the lead was too small.
!Jack again the next spring, we found our up-haul line
at the lead bolts terribly twisted because of the
waterfall and heavy rains. So back again into the
cave with the same ladder to place a more proper
standing line. That time we banged open the small
lead and surveyed upstream another 1/2 mile to add
to the length of the longest cave. One of the folks on
the survey team asked "Why did you use a pole
instead of just chimneying over the top?" Then they
proceeded to bonsai back over the top to prove it
could be done. I guess if we had the super caver
(stupid caver?) in the first place we could have
saved carrying in the ladder. !Jut then we wouldn't
have had nearly as much fun....
Addendum:

The Grund Trail Revisited
Mel Park

I enjoyed Pete's recounting of his trips to the
Grund Trail; not too many people know now of it, and
certainly not from a participant.
Grund Trail is a real puzzle. You reach it along
the route of the most famous Flint Ridge exploration.
On a line running almost due south: Austin Entrance,

May 1993
Pohl Avenue, the steel ladder up to
Smith Avenue (near to the site of 300
Lead
year old Indian footprints in the mud),
up Brucker Breakdown,
through
beautiful elliptical Turner Avenue, to
Mather Avenue. You then have to
learn the Grund Trail Ritual.
"Here's how to climb the Grund Trail cairn,"
your leader says, as if you are supposed to store this
knowledge away with all the other facts you have
assembled and made part of your life, like how to
change a tire and make an omelet. First you have to
inspect and repair the wobbly pile of rocks that you
will soon be standing on. I suggest a few incantations
as you rock the 2 m high tower of flat stones back
and forth, looking for places needing repair. The
climb is an easy perch on a narrow ledge. There is a
piton to hang onto so you could never fall the 6 m or
so. (isn't it funny the way the body remembers the
exact postures of memorable climbs?) Finally you
weasel your way up through six feet of rotten and
loose shaley rock into Grund.
Grnnd runs East-Wes~ and over the top of the 6 x
6 m passage (Mather Avenue) that you just came up
from. Mather courses North-South. At this point Grund
is a 2 m high by I m wide ceiling channel across
Mather, so its water was clearly pirated by Mather.
Ye~ just a few meters east is the 20 m retreating
canyon that Pete described and you are at the top of
it. The passage at the bottom of that canyon passes
underneath Mather! So is this reverse cave morphogenesis or what? Sometime after having been
pirated, rapid down-cutting must have dropped the
floor of Grund Trail 20 meters, in a way that did nOl
cut across the walls of Mather Avenue. Quite a mystery; one worth further looking at.
At the top, the 20 meter canyon is I II2-2m
wide. A narrow ledge (boot-width wide) on the South
wall is the obvious way across-as the ladder crews
discovered after they had already made their
involved climb. You have to span to the opposite
wall, but it's not difficult at all: just exposed. No, I
haven't done it myself, just 'scoped it out. Later in
that same trip (1987) Richard Zopf scooted across to
prove it could be done.
Edi/ors'
Addendum: Techniques and attitudes
change over the years. The bolting and digging techniques described here had raised no particular
concerns in the early seventies. Nowadays, bolting
and digging are regarded as permanent alterations of
the cave, and are methods of last resor~ used only
with prior Park Service approval on a case by case
basis. In Mammoth Cave there is very often another
way to get there, as occurred in the story recounted
above. We have some personal experience in this
regard, having arranged several years ago for a bolt
climb to be done to reach a lead in Sansom's Dome.

5

Grund Trail

Mather Avenue

"

Lower Grund

As it turned out, the climber, Rick Olson, found he
could get by without artificial assistance. The maze
of passages he discovered proved to have two nontechnical connections back to known cave.
The speleogenesis of the Grund canyon need not
be a big problem, assuming that the latter post-dates
the draining of Mather Avenue, as seems likely. A
temporary re-invasion of Mather Avenue could have
been quickly short-circuited by further piracy of the
Grund stream upstream from the Mather Avenue
intersection. There are other examples in Mammoth
Cave of recent vadose canyon mazes intersecting
earlier trunk drains more or less at random.
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EXPEDITIONS
CALIFORNIA
Annual Meetin~. Jan 2 '\
Report by Mike Spiess
The annual California planning meeting took
place at California State University, Fresno, and was
attended by the usual CRF folks and two NPS
representatives.
Glen Malliet has volunteered to coordioate work
in the alpine karst of the Mineral King area-this is a
new area of study for CRF in the southern Sierra. The
Lilburn hydrology study has shown instantaneous
results from the flushing in the Z-Room and the
change in stage at Big Spring. Linda Urzendowski
(University of Nevada, Las Vegas) continues to process the data collected by data loggers at Big Spring
and inside Lilburn. Janet Sowers presented the draft
CRF Mission Statement and asked for comments.
Joel Despain (NPS & CRF) talked about relations
with NPS (still very good) and how cave research fit
into the NPS plans. Other notable reports were made
on cartography, sediment studies, the Yucca Creek
project, the Lava Beds project, personnel, and the
Lilburn field station.

GUADALUPES
Editor's Note: At the request of the staff at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park, the names of backcountry caves
within the park (with the exception of Spider Cave) will
henceforward be omitted for reasons of security.

Carlsbad Caverns NP. November 26-29. 1992
Leaders, Randy Cabeen, Gavin Corcoran
Forty-three cavers attended the Thanksgiving expedition, and performed over 760 hours of work. The
primary objectives were to do survey and inventory in
Carlsbad Cavern and some of the backcountry caves.
The total amount surveyed was 4300 ft. (1300
meters), including over 2500 ft. of new survey.
Three backcountry caves were visited. Virgin
passage was found in Spider Cave, along with many
leads. Spider Cave is about 3000 ft. from Carlsbad
Cavern. Extensive biological and geological studies
were performed in the other two caves, and climate
studies were performed in one. A few tasks were perfonned on the surface; survey points were set in concrete over Lechuguilla Cave, and a small amount of
ridge walking was done along the trail on the east
side of Slaughter Canyon, with no exciting results.
By far the most work took place in Carlsbad
Cavern. Several areas were visited, with an emphasis
on exploration, survey, and inventory, following a
systematic method. Even with all the work that has
been done in Carlsbad Cavern, new cave is still
being found directly off the visitors' trail, where holes
have been looked at forever with the presumption
that someone must have already checked it.

Climbing and vertical leads, which have tended to be
neglected in recent years, are now seeing greatly
increased emphasis.
Mike Bilbo and helpers continued mapping and
sketching the pictographs inside the main entrance.
Most of the designs appear to be groups of vertical
lines, consistent with other shelter pictographs found
in the Guadalupes. The two areas studied were along
the north wall at the fifth and sixth trail switchbacks,
and are notable for the precarious locations (prior to
recent man-made modifications) that the artist(s)
selected to do the drawings.
There was a well-attended survey school in LeftHand Tunnel; familiarity with the geological, biological and miscellaneous inventory sheets was also
emphasized.
Two tasks were perfonned in or near the Main
Corridor. The first was to connect a recently discovered room to a brass-cap near the Witch's Finger. The
second task was to push the boneyard west of the visitor's stair near the Big Room. Two teams pushed this
area: the first concentrated on the visitor trail level,
finding nothing of interest; the second group surveyed
an upper lead and found a small amount of new cave
that would require extremely small, masochistic
types to push any farther.
Several new passages along the breakdown and
gypsum mazes in the Guadalupe Room and the 62180 Room were found and surveyed. In the 62-180
Room boneyard, a skeleton of a small mammal
(possibly a ringtail) were found. Both of these areas

New cave is still being found directly off the visitors'trail, where holes have been looked at forever with the presumption that someone must have
already checked it
have ongoing leads and will require subscantial work.
There was a trip to survey and resurvey the Christmas
Tree Fissure. This trip, led by NPS employees, turned
up several leads. Substantial amounts of hydromagnesite, popcorn, and aragonite were found as
well as some deposits of native sulfur.
A program to systematically check pits throughout the cave continued with a trip to the Big Room.
Pits between the Chinese Theater and the fissure just
south of the Painted Grotto were descended, but none
of them went anywhere. A small virgin room was
found within sight of the visitor's trail. The room,
named Julia's Child, is in the fissure south of the
Painted Grotto; it is 50 ft. long, and is entered by
climbing 6-8 ft. to a saddle. The room is hydrologically active, and decorated with exceptional quality
llowstone, dripstone, and popcorn.

May 1993
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There were two trips to Lower Cave. The first
continued the systematic checking of high leads-all
leads between the ladder down to Lower Cave and
the Texas Pit were checked. J1igh quality climbing
skills were demonstrated, but none of the leads went.
The second party made substantial progress on the
resurvey of Lower Cave. A high lead that will require
good technical climbers was found above Nicholson's
Pit.

Once again, the New Mexico Room proved to be
full of snrprizes and challenges. New passage was
found in the pit near the ladder leading into the room;
the passage consists of two small rooms along a fissure and an on-going lead into boneyard. Several
items were found that may have historical significance, such as old wooden ladders. Within the New
Mexico Room, flagging was replaced along the
northern trail. The Western Lower Maze was also
pushed-a large pit was found, along with several
other small leads. One group attempted to get into
the Ranger Room, but failed. Good climbers are
needed for further exploration of this room.
Two teams went to Chocolate High. Few new
leads were found, and most of those ended. Two
existing surveys were tied together. A cut sheath in
the Chocolate High rope is temporarily bypassed by a
knot, but this rope should be replaced as soon as
possible.
Personnel:

Barbara and Mike Bilbo,

Randy Cabbecn,

Bob Cable. Gavin and John J. Corcoran, Julia Cronk, Dave
Dell, Dick Desjardins, Linda Doran, Walter Feaster, Kevin
Glover, June Golaz, Jim Goodbar, Fritzi, Jim, and Rachel
Hardy, Dennis Hellfenstein, Pat Helton, Brian Holcomb,
Ken Ingham, Doug Kent, Rich Knapp. Dale and Kathy
Lankford, Boomer Locke, Barry and Rita Loucks, Barbara
Luke, Tom Madison. David Modisette. Diana Northup.
Michelle Perry, Steve Reames, Jason Richards. Olive and
Tom Rohrer. Chris and Joanne Staley. Charles Tuberville.
Larry and Phyllis Weston, Rich Wolfert.
Report by Randy Cabeen, with additions by Fritzi Hardy.

Carlshad Caverns NP January J 6-1 8
Leader, Fritzi Hardy
More than 600 person-hours were expended,
mostly on survey trips within Carlsbad Cavern. In
addition, there were surface snrvey, biology, and
educational and orient.mion trips.
Cyndi Mosch led a geological training trip to
Left Hand Tunnel. The 11 participants were shown a
majority of the features listed on the new cave inventory forms, along with many other features. An interesting and previously unknown occurrence of
celestite was found. There was also a survey training
trip to Left Hand Tnnnel, and an orientation trip for
new JVs. A geological crew inventoried occurrences
of beaded helictites and other unnsual speleothems in
Hall of the White Giant and the Guadalupe Room.

Three survey teams entered Chocolate High, the
recently discovered major extension (see November,
1992 Newsletler),
and mapped more than WOO ft.
The major work here at this time is to push the edges
and to fill in the center of the known areas. The wind
goes somewhere, and the presence of bat bones indicates potential, but there was no big breakthrough.
A survey trip to the New Mexico Room mapped
more than 500 ft. of boneyard below a pit in the middle of the room. This area has not been touched
before, and there are many leads. In the Western
Lower Maze section, all of the area around a new pit
found on the Thanksgiving expedition has now been
checked. In Lower Cave, survey was done in the
Rocky 1I0rror Pit, which dropped directly into the
Cable Slot; 450 ft. was mapped and leads were found.
There was lead-checking in the Papoose Room
(no leads that had not been already worked), the
Little lIippo area (a small non-virgin room was
mapped-no leads), and above the Devil's Spring
and below the Whale's Month (270 ft. mapped; no
new leads). A few pits were found in Main Corridor
between the Baby Hippo and Iceberg Rock; these
will be checked on the next expedition.
A trip to Spider Cave continued the work Rich
Knapp has been doing for several years. The party
mapped 350 ft. and found some sulfur crystals. A precision overland survey of two miles was done to
connect the Carlsbad Cavern and Spider Cave
surveys. Another surface party failed to find two
backcountry caves.
Diana Northup took a ranger orientation trip into
Bat Cave (Carlsbad Cavern), and a party did a
biological and mineralogical inventory of a hard to
locate back conntry cave-many spiders and three
hibernating bats were seen.
Survey Crews: Geology training-Cyndi
Mosch; Survey
training-Duke
McMullen, Lois Bergthold; Orientation
trip-Tony
Grieco; Geological inventory-Cyndi
Mosch,
Mike Goar, Rocky Ward; Chocolate
High-I)
Steve
Reames, Doug Kent, Paul Burger; 2) Brian Holcomb, Rich
Knapp, Barry Loucks; 3) Barry Loucks, Kevin Glover,
Mike Mansur; New Mexico Room-Rich
Ness, Dave Diaz,
Mike Huber, Brad Jennings, Rick Williams; Papoose
Room-David
Kelton, Pam Seiser, Virginia Seiser, Saul
Cross; Little Hippo-Bob
Stucklen, Duke McMullen,
Benny Rutledge, Bob Cox; DeviI's Spring-Tom
Madison,
Brad Jennings, Mike Huber, Dave Diaz, Rich Ness; Main
Corridor-Rich
Wolfert, Sue Sparrold, Sean Durrum, Lois
Bergthold; Spider Cave-Rich
Knapp, Steve Reames, Paul
Burger; Suiface Survey-Tom
Rohrer, Jim Hardy, Tony
Grieco, Walter Feaster; Surface search-Tony
Grieco,
Benny Rutledge, Bob Cox; Biological inventory-Diana
Northup, Ken Ingham, Saul Cross, Mike Mansur, Walter
Feaster, Pam Seiser, Virginia Seiser, Robin Wilson; Other
participants-Susan
Clark, Linda Doran, Rachel Hardy,
Larry Hatcher, Boomer Locke, Daniel Louton, Olive
Rohrer,
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Carlsbad Caverns NP Feb 13-14
Leader, Duke McMullen
The expedition's 34 participants concentrated on
survey within Carlsbad Cavern, where 2200 ft. of survey was accomplished. In addition, more than 700 ft.
was added to the length of Spider Cave, and two
small backeountry caves were visited.
A backeountry cave in West Slaughter Canyon
was mapped and inventoried.

The most common

wildlife were spiders and flies. The cave was small
(100 ft.) and dry, but highly decorated with popeorn,
exfoliated bacon, rimstone dams, "lions' tails", etc.
Large (10 inch) dogtooth spar crystals were especially common. A second small cave was inventoried
for biology, geology, and climate.
A survey crew worked for two days in Spider
Cavc. The first day, they pushed the southeast
branch, finishing off numerous leads and closing several loops. Seven new leads were noted. Next day,
they continued surveying the East Maze and Pit area,
tying together many maze fragments. One section
continues eastwards, but small cavers will be needed

here. The area around the Maze Room was tied
together, and the Middle Level Maze filled in.
Unusual geological features included teepee structures in the east section of the cave.
In Carlsbad Cavern, work continued on the systematic documentation of pictographs at the natural
entrance. About one-third of the pictograph area was
covered. Mike Bilbo counts about 80 different motifs
so far, nearly twice the previous count, and more

complex motifs lie ahead. The superimposition of
colors-black
over red over yellow-suggests
that
there were three separate episodes of drawing. A site
map was prepared. The pany also found bone fragments which appear quite old. The pictographs arc
being damaged by swallow guano, and probably by
water being sprayed by the maintenance staff to
clean the walls. Serious consideration needs to be
given to protection of this site.
Two pits below the Witch's Finger in Main
Corridor were mapped. The first was a 33 ft. drop into
a crescent-shaped room; the second dropped 40 ft.
into a previously surveyed room, where an old survey
eventually connected back to Main Corridor near
Iceberg Rock. Next day, the same crew remapped
Witch's Pit to correct loop errors and check all leads.
In the New Mexico Room, there was survey in
the Butterscotch Low Upper Rooms (sic). The parry
found a passage going downwards, and mapped it
down three levels until it ended in a flat-floored
room. The room is filled with loose ceiling material:
gypsum, aragonite, and clay, along with many bat
bones. Numerous new leads were found. A second
crew in the New Mexico Room did some clean-up
survey; two good climbing leads were discovered, as

well as a couple of "shaky" ones. Features noted
included native sulfur and hydromagnesite balloons.
There was a closed-loop levelling survey in the
Big Room, the Lunch Room, and the Green Lake
Room. Another parry spent two days checking holes
in the floor of the Big Room, where they mapped the
Beaver Den, a pit near Longfellow's Bathtub, and the
Dump. In the latter, historic trash such as a handrolled cigarette and 5c Hershey wrappers were found;
also, two high leads were noted.
A party went to Lower Cave, beneath Mabel's
Room, and closed several survey loops. One of these
involved a new and very exposed route up into
Mabel's Room. Features noted included angel hair,
rillenkarren, and bat skeletons. Numerous new leads
were noted in this swiss-cheese boneyard.
In Left Hand Tunnel, a new upper area of the
Gargoyle Maze near Pickle Alley was mapped. A
great deal of historical garbage was noted in and near
Pickle Alley.
Survey Crews: W. Slaughter Canyon-Linda
Doran.
Linda Isler, Mary Caress. Walter Feaster, Linda Starr;
Small cave inventory-Linda
Isler, Mary Caress, Walter
Feaster; Spider Cave-Rich
Knapp, Paul Burger;
Pictographs-Mike
Bilbo, Julia Cronk. Duke McMullen;
Main Corridor pits-Lois
Bergthold. Dave Kelton. Rick
Williams, Dick Venters; Butterscotch
Rooms-Mike
Huber, Don Denton, Joel Williams, Vicki Williams; New
Mexico Room-Mike
Huber, Kevin Glover, Michelle
Perry, Linda Starr; Levelling survey-Tom
Rohrer, Deb
Marshall, Tom Runyon; Big Room-Tom
Madison, Julia
Cronk, Drad Jennings, Dale Lankford, Kathy Lankford;
Mabel's Room-Pat
Hellon, Kevin Glover, Deb Marshall,
Tom Runyon; Gargoyle
Maze-Graylin
Coffin, Bill
Dentley, Sherry Bolloman, Martha McArthur;

MAMMOTH

CAVE

New Year. December 31-January 3
Leader, Kevin Downs
Usually the New Year expedition is a wet, rainy
weckend, but this year luck prevailed and we were
able to work on objectives in Hawkins-Logsdon
River. A last minute complication was caused by the
loss of all of the survey gear during shipping.
Attenders were hastily called, and enough gear was
rounded up to run the expedition. The main focus was
mapping in Mammoth Cave, but there was also a
science trip and trips for the historic signature and

photography projects.
Mammoth Cave: In Belfry Avenue, there were two
trips to Felicia's Dome. The first crew did some
resurvey and made a detailed lead list of a complex
area of small passages associated with the Felicia's
drainage system. The next day a party returned to finish off the leads and cutarounds with 250 ft. of survey, and to do a complex cross-section of the
Felicia's Dome area. Another pany surveyed small,
wet. crawly leads off Blackstone Avenue. One of the
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leads ends for now at a well-decorated crawl; the
party leader recommends doing this with a fresh crew
prepared to shed an outer layer of muddy clothing.
The Marion Avenue map progressed with a trip that
mapped 200 ft. of new survey in low, weI, grim lower
levels. A blowing lead continues, but requires dry
conditions.
At the Historic end of Mammoth, there was a trip
to map leads off Gratz Avenue. Leads in the terminal
breakdown in Gratz quickly ended; a side lead went
to a pleasant dome with no further leads. Another
lead, at the top of Napoleon's Dome, requires strong
climbers or protection.
River and Rappel: A party worked on the map of the
downstream Hawkins River trunk with 2400 ft. of detailed resurvey. They noted two good leads, one wet
and another requiring an exposed climb.
In the Southern Highlands, a crew mapped 300 ft.
in an extension off Coons Trail beautifully decorated
with clean white calcite. Another party went to the
Morrison connection area and mapped 460 ft. of new
and resurvey. They found a large domepit with lots of
holes in its walls, and a canyon continuing at the top.
A party went up the L-survey, mapped 240 ft. in
small leads, and did some resketch. Another trip to
the L-survey was aborted, as the crew failed to find
their objective.
There were several trips to Roppel Cave. One
party went to Casing Canyon near Boston Domes and
the Psycho Climb. The canyon is now surveyed as far
as the casing-a well-pipe from the surface-but the
lead continues. Another crew went to the remote
Canal Zone and mapped 1400 fl. in a lead which
ends at a 40 ft. high dome that will need good
climbers. Finally, there was a reconnaissance trip to
Thanksgiving Dome in central Roppel to familiarize
Bob Osburn with an area for which he has assumed
cartographic responsibility. The crew also accomplished 160 fl. of new survey in a "rat-maze".
Flint Ridge: A party went to Salts Cave to work on
the new detailed survey of the upper levels, mapping
the main trunk continuation beyond Tom Wilson's
Accident as far as the "Salts Dig" route to Lower
Salts. There was a trip to Finch Avenue, where another 660 ft. of this long, muddy canyon was
resurveyed .
Small Caves: The push on White Lightning Cave
continued with 380 fl. of survey to a 40 fl. waterfall
with

a roaring

stream,

which

the crew

named

Whiskey River. The crew plans to return to follow the
air flow up the Whiskey River dome.
Other projects: The documentation of Gothic Avenue
continued with two trips; the first tested a new
focusing-composing device and the second used it to
help photograph the major rock cairns, which feature
numerous signatures as well as business cards and
other historical artifacts. There was a photography

Survey Crew at the Methodist Church along Broadwaysee King Day expedition report. next page.

trip to Adwell and Dogwood Caves (Hamilton
Valley), and the entrances of Sides Cave. The signatures in Adwell Cave seem to be more recent than
those in Gothic Avenue. There were two signature
documentation trips to Blacksnake Avenue. Historic
names along the tour trail are scarce-many have
been destroyed by modem graffiti.
Ed Lisowski continued his documentation of
winter insect life in the park-nothing
turned up,
probably, Ed notes, because of the cold weather.
Survey Crews: Felicia's Dome.-I)
Gail Wagner, Jackie
Kaplan. Marek Wierbowski,
Peter Shirley; 2) Dave
Ecklund, Bill Putnam, Chris Beck, Russell Conner;
Blackstone Ave.-Mike
Lace, Joshua Tabin. Don Glasco,
Russell Conner; Marion Ave.-Don Coons, Jean Buckley.
Greg Shalley; GralZ Ave.-Mike
Lace, Rob Kaplan, Jackie
Kaplan, Chris Cannaley; Hawkins
Downstream-Bob
Osburn, Lajuana Wilcher, Roger McClure, Chris Beck, Bill
Putnam; Coons Trail-Neil
Hammond, Peter Gray, Greg
Sholley; Morrison Connection-Rick
Olson, Dick Market.
Jenny Becker; L-Survey-l)
Paul CannaIey, Don Glasco,
Marek Wierbowski; 2)-Walter
Johnson, Sue Ecklund, Rob
Kaplan; Roppel, Casing Canyon-Bru
Randall, Barb
Schomer, Brice Leech; Rappel,
Canal Zone-Bill
Koerschner,
Bill
Stephens,
D. Denton;
Roppel,
Thanksgiving
Dome-Jim
Borden, Bob Osburn. Roger
McClure; Salts Trunk-Tom
Brucker, Jim Borden, Darlene
Anthony, Cathy Hunt, Dud Dillon; Finch Ave.-Gail
Wagner, Waller Johnson, Jean Buckley; White LightningRick Olson, Dick Market, Peter Gray; Gothic Ave. photography, Hami/ton Valley-Chuck
Swedlund, Richard Young;
Black Snake Ave. signatures-I)
Jan Spencer, Chris
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Conway, Scott Melton; 2) Jan Spencer, Chris Conway,
Scott Foster, Bob Parrish; Surface biology-Ed
Lisowski.

BiB Putnam, Richard Zopf, Mark Jones, Lillian Novella;
Rappel-Bob Osburn, Kevin Downs, Jeremy Cooper.

Kine Day, Jan 15-18
Leader, Scott House

Thanks to Patti House, who cooked the meals without
complaint, to Richard Zopf, who took care of copying
books and trip reports, and to everyone for cleaning the
place like magic.

(This expedition
lished schedule)

was arranged too late to be in the pub-

The main object of the expedition was to get
work done on the Historic tour trails at a time when
visitor crowds would be relatively small. All trips
were fielded to the Historic area, with the exception
of one resketch trip to Roppel. An icy blast blowing
into the Historic Entrance kept survey parties cool
along the tour trails,
Broadway was surveyed for 1000 ft, from the
Rotunda to the Methodist Church over two trips, and
Audubon Avenue was completed (2000 ft., including
some new survey!) in two trips, One pany redid the

All the important ties were made, and the whole
mess closed excellently when all the dust had
settled. The way is now clear for drafting the tour
trails".
tour trail route from Wooden Bowl Room to
Pensacola Avenue, and the next day the survey continued to River Hall (a total of 2400 ft,),
One party mapped the old Corkscrew route (380
ft. of precipitous breakdown), tying the Broadway
survey to Sparks Avenue, then went out Briggs
Avenue to sketch the 25 ft. deep blind pit at the end.
Another crew mapped the first part of Lively's Way
from partway down Bottomless Pit, tying the
Blacksnake survey to the lower level tour routes, and
mapped leads off Blacksnake Avenue, including a
route from the Owl Room to Cyclops Gateway (900
ft, total),
There was a trip to work on the Albert's Domes
map, with 450 ft. of resurvey heading past Lajuana
Falls towards Flint Ridge, Bill Putnam is now the
canographer in charge of this part of the cave, The
Roppel pany accomplished resketch and resurvey in
South Downey Avenue and Arlie Way,
Much was accomplished on this expedition; 6600
ft, was resurveyed, but we also picked up 750 ft, of
new survey, All the important ties were made, and
the whole mess closed excellently when all the dust
had settled, The way is now clear for drafting the tour
trails (at least some of them) and for work to proceed
on leads and side passages,
Survey crews: Broadway-I)
Doug Baker, Steve Irvine,
Paul Hauck; 2) Doug Baker, Steve Irvine. Sheila Sands:
Audubon Ave.-I)
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan. Jim Dorden;
2) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan. Mel Park; Blacksnake Ave.,
etc,-I)
Scott House, Mel Park, Jerry Wagner; 2) Scott
House, Jerry Wagner, Paul Hauck, Jim Greer; CorkscrewBill Putnam, Lillian Novela, Mark Jones; Lively's WayBob Osburn, Cheryl Early, Dick Maxey; Alben's Domes-

February 13-14
Leader, Paul Cannaley
Forty-eight people attended the expedition, producing 5,000 ft. of survey, of which more than 2100
ft, was new survey, There was also a surface theodolite survey near the Khan Entrance, totalling 1300 ft.
Historic Documentation: Charles Swedlund's photography crew shot 38 rolls of film over two trips to
Gothic Avenue for the "Names Without Faces" project. Included was a mosaic photograph of New
Register Hall.
Larry Pursell and crew continued signature documentation in Black Snake Avenue, between
Richardson's Spring and Sidesaddle Pit. Many of the
historic signatures here have been damaged by the
graffiti anists of the self-guided tour days,
Rappel: There was a trip to continue the survey of
Casing Canyon; the party mapped 240 ft. before turning around in 15 ft. high tight but passable canyon,
Another crew went to the Black River a-Survey to do
some resurvey and resolve a loop closure problem,
The good-looking leads in this area were pouring
forth lots of cold water, and were saved for drier
weather,
Mammoth Cave Ridge: The Main Cave resurvey was
extended for 670 ft. southeast of Methodist Church,
and tied in to the Booth's Amphitheater benchmark,
A second crew extended the survey a further 500 ft"
past Wandering Willie's Spring, and also mapped the
first 100 ft. of Pensacola Avenue, which had somehow escaped resurvey until now,
A party went to a lead off Eleusinian Way, a
newly rediscovered trunk in east-central Mammoth,
and came back with more than 400 ft. of new survey
in a crawlway. The passage has good airflow, and
continues, There was a trip to survey small leads off
Belfry Avenue for a total of 350 ft. A resketch crew
worked on the upper levels of Pilgrim Avenue,
remapped the passage from Pinson's Pass to Bottle
Hall, and finally resketched the dead-end of
Kentucky Avenue beyond Forks of the Cave, In the
same general area, a crew mapped 350 ft. of leads
near Pinson's Pass, More progress on the Cathedral
Domes sheet was made by pushing small leads in
Martel Avenue; a passage in a small pit opposite
Einbigler's Pit connected to the bottom of Edna's
Dome.
Flint Ridge: A crew took an extension ladder into the
entrance series of Unknown Cave to facilitate access
for the resurvey effort. A survey pany made use of the
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ladder in doing 500 ft. of resurvey in Ball Trail. Next
day, another crew completed the Salts-Unknown Link
with 250 ft. of survey.
Small Caves: The survey of White Lightning Cave
was extended for 300 ft.. following Whiskey River
downstream. The party turned around in a walkinghigh canyon with water 30 ft. below. White Lighming
is a "Big Cave Wanna Be" with lots of potential.
Another crew mapped 300 ft. in Dennison's Cave. The
walls are covered in places with signatures, many of
them from the 19th century. There were also numerous big brown bats and a few pipistrelles.
Survey Crews: Surface Survey-Richard
Zopf, Scott
Foster, Randy Gresham, Kent Wilson, Jim Borden; Gothic
Ave. photos-Charles
Swedlund and assistants; Blacksnake
Ave.-Larry
Pursell. Harry Grover. Bob Parrish, Scott
Foster; Rappel, Casing Canyon-Bru
Randall, Barbara
Schomer; Rappel, Black River-Kevin
Downs, Darlene
Anthony. Russell Conner; Main Cave-I)
Doug Baker,
Mel Park. Bob Salika, Cornelia Yoder, Jim Borden; 2)
Doug Baker, Scott House, Paul Cannaley, Jeff Andrews;
Eleusinian Way-Neil
Hammond, Terri Hammond, Nancy
Korabic; Belfry Ave.-Phil
Bodanza, Wieslaw Klis. Rob
Kaplan; Pilgrim Ave., etc.-Scott
House, Sheila Sands.
Randy Gresham; Pinson's Pass-Roger
McClure, Barbara
Schomer, Bru Randall; Martel Ave.-Phil
Bodanza, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Bob Salika; Unknown Entrance-Richard
Zopf,
Paul Cannaley. Tom Brucker; Ball Trail-Paul
Hauck.
Joyce Hoffmaster, Jeff Andrews; Salts-Unknown
LinkPaul Hauck, John Korabic. Robert Kaplan; White
Lightning-Rick
Olson, Jeff Grant, Steve McLuckie;
Dennison's Cave-Walter
Johnson, Kent Wilson, Richard
Hand.
I appreciate the help given by a number of people, including Monica Cannaley, Nancy Korabic, Terri Hammond,
Richard Zopf, and Rick Olson.

MISSOURI
JanuaI)' through March 1993
Report by Mick Sutton
At a U.S. Forest Service meeting in Rolla,
Missouri, on January 27, Mick Sutton presented results from the CRF inventory of caves in the Oregon
and Shannon County mineral prospecting area. Also
present at the Technical Team meeting were
representatives from the U.S. Geological Survey, the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, the Doe
Run Company, the U.S Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Park Service, the Bureau of
Land Management, and the U.S. Forest Service.
Mike Kleeschulte presented USGS data on baseline water chemistry and hydrology. Some of his
results suggest the likelihood of a hydrological
connection between an upper and a lower aquifer
within the present Viburnum Trend mining area. The
hypothetical separation of these two aquifers within
the lease area is a key point in industry assurances
that mining will cause no damage to the regional
groundwater. The USGS has been getting anomalous

data on lead output from some of the area springs;
apparently, they are picking up refined lead, perhaps
from lead shot. CRF was able to suggest a way
around the impasse-the
USGS researchers were
unaware that the springs can be entered, allowing
clean sediment samples to be obtained.
Dewayne Knott of the EPA gave a hrief overview
of EPA's rejection of the NPS petition for Sole
Source Aquifer status for the Big Spring aquifer.
Ozark National Scenic Riverways is currently
appealing this decision. Jody Eberly (USFS) and
Vince Vogt (BLM) discussed the rejection by their
respective agencies of appeals filed against Doe Run
Co.'s exploratory drilling application. Both agencies
have taken the position that the effects of eventual
lead mining are irrelevant in considering Doe Run's
request, and that only the direct effects of exploratory
drilling can be considered. Drilling has now
commenced, and three of the initial ten holes have
been completed; completion of the remaining boles
is anticipated by this summer. The Doe Run Co. will
then have the option of drilling another ten holes,
their locations yet to be determined.
Funding has been obtained to continue the USFS
cave mapping and inventory project. Phase two has
been formally set up as a cost-share agreement between the USFS and CRF. There has been a modest
amount of field work on caves covered by the
agreement. A survey crew continued investigating a
cave in White Oak Hollow; the survey proceeded
past a tight spot that stopped the previous trip, and
was halted by a second constriction. Open passage is
visible beyond. Another crew mapped and inventoried
Surprise

Sinkhole.

a small

cave

containing

an

interesting new species of springtail.
Meanwhile, CRF has begun a parallel project to
map and inventory caves on a large tract of land recently acquired by the Missouri Department of
Conservation, mainly in Shannon County. Two dozen
caves are known from the area, none of which are
believed to be very long. A later phase may initiate
searches for additional caves. An initial field trip
examined a cluster of small caves in Pipestem
Hollow, upstream from Alley Spring. The first cave
encountered was previously unknown, and proved to

be the longest of the bunch, with a surveyed length of
350 ft. and 100ft. or more still to go.
There was one trip to continue the long-term survey of Still Spring, the longest cave on the Mark
Twain National Forest.
Survey Crews: White Oak Hollow-Tim
O'Dell, Cathy
O'Dell, Druce Black; Surprise Sinkhole-Mick
Sutton. Sue
Hagan; Pipestem
Hollow-Scott
House, Doug Baker.
Lillian Novela. Tim O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell. Bruce Black,
Mick Sutton, Jan Barnett and J. Klychieraw ; Still SpringDoug Baker. George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine. Roya Houdi.
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Sides Cave

The following account is a compilation from reports by
Alan Canon, Chris Groves, James Wells, and Stanley Sides
that appeared in tbe Autumn 1992 and Winter 1993 editions
of the Central Kentucky Karst Coalition Newsletter. The
CKKC Newsletter has recently resumed publication under
the editorship of Mike Yocum after a long hiatus: JVs
active in lbe Mammoth Cave area are strongly encouraged
to subscribe-keep
up with what's happening in Rappel,
Sides Cave, Hidden River. etc .... Subscriptions are $5.00
per year; send checks to Tom Brucker, 939 Forest Acres
Court, Nashville, TN 37220.

In October, 1991, Stan and Kay Sides purcbased
the Yadon property on Flint Ridge, adjoining both
Mammotb Cave National Park and a 19 acre tract
that the Sides already owned. Althougb the topo map
sbowed no surface karst features, Stan bad been caving under the southern portion of the property, travelling the E-survey from Salts Cave. After the closing,
Larry Yadon wanted to sbow Stan a spring that be
felt added value to the property. Tbey walked an old
lane to a cedar thicket with a karst window. Yadon
extolled the virtues of tbe constantly flowing spring,
but Stan was more interested in the bole the water
disappeared into over a four foot waterfall. Stan
climbed down and peered into tbe bole amid a jumble of rocks, brusb, and water spray. A strong breeze
was blowing out. Wearing business clothes, be could
do no more for now. Tbe next morning, the Sides took
Ricbard Zopf to see the karst window; Ricbard pulled
brusb and some rock from the bole, and was sure it
could be entered.
A trip was scbeduled for November 23, but in the
meantime, James Wells and Alan Canon bad biked
the property and bad come across the karst window.
Wearing only street clotbes, Alan and James
(accompanied by James' labrador mix, Atbcna)
pusbed tbe first 150 ft. of low, wet passage. On
October 26, they returned with wet-suits (but minus
the dog) and found their way througb 1500 ft. of
flood-prone water crawl to Safety Dome, wbere the
floor abruptly dropped 30 ft. A window in the dome
led to a large keybole-shaped cross canyon, Canis
Major.
Stan and Kay discussed the situation with Jim
Borden, and reacbed a consensus that exploration of
the cave would work best as a joint CKKC-CRF project under the leadersbip of James Wells; one of the
reasons for CRF involvement was that tbe cave ap-
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peared to be beading under the park, but CKKC bas
no agreement to conduct exploration and researcb
within the park.
On November 2, James and Alan with Cbris
Groves and Mike Yocum started mapping Sides
Cave. Tbey got only 150 ft. into the crawl before the
water and a 35° breeze blowing into the cave persuaded them to bead deeper in to warm up by surveying larger passage. Tbey surveyed down the big cross
canyon, Canis Major, to a junction and turned rigbt
into Canis Minor, Tbey returned to the wet crawl and
stated mapping outward from Safety Dome.
It took two more trips to complete the entrance
survey and tie-in the Canis Major survey. One crew
put in an impressive 75 stations in very wet passage.
Tbe passage beigbt eased partway througb the survey, but the longer sbots were still to be found in a
widening near water level, so Howard Kalnitz was
still lying in water to sboot. Only Ricbard Zopfs impeccable point setting kept the crew mapping.
Among the features the crew noticed were some fine
pieces of burrow cbert. Later the same week, Alan

The tired crew turned around, with only a muddy
rope climb, a wet 1450 ft. crawl, an eardip with
raging 25° winds, and a frozen hike across
Hamilton Valley separating them from their cars.
and Cbris returned to complete the seven stations
needed to reacb Safety Dome. Tbey looked at the
drain out of the dome, wbicb resembled the entrance
crawl, only smaller and wetter. After 150 ft. of convoluted squirming, Alan passed a tigbt spot wbicb excluded Cbris. Giving up on this, they mapped a few
stations down Canis Minor.
Subsequent trips over the winter of 1991-1992
resulted in an extension westward into Deanaland
and to a large pit named Erin Goes, a somewbat gaping sbaft in tbe lower part of the Canis Minor
canyon.. Further survey in Canis Minor led to a lower
level canyon with another major stream. Tbe stream
vanished into the floor, but the canyon continued to
an overlook onto Erin Goes. Tbe east arm of Canis
Major was added to the map; after 40 stations, a
lower level canyon went down a climb to a further 20
ft. drop, wbilc an upper level stoopway continued.
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On the next trip, the water was up, resulting in
ear-dip conditions. The objective was to stan working
downwards into the unexplored shaft complex centered on Erin Goes. The crew dropped the muddy 40
ft. pit and surveyed through the small, slimy drain to
a another shaft., but the drain out of the second shaft
was pretty well plugged with mud. A shaft parallel to
Erin Goes connected back into the latter, but also led
to a crawlway with water sounds. The tired crew
turned around, with only a muddy rope climb, a wet
1450 ft. crawl, an eardip with raging 25° winds, and a
frozen hike across Hamilton Valley separating them
from their cars. In a follow-up trip, the drain out of
the second shaft was pushed, becoming gross and
tiny. The survey stopped at a truly atrocious hole;
scouting beyond, the crew arrived at the top of a 35
ft. drop with the sound of a large stream below.
Work also continued on the west end of Canis
Minor, where an area of limestone breakdown was
encountered. Another party put in a hanging survey
beyond the tight , wet drain out of Safety Dome,
finding a 25 ft. drop and another small stream
passage.
There have been several other attempts at reaching the hoped-for lower levels. One crew took a
stream route from Big Dog Dome, where wet
squeezes, waterfall climbs. and a breeze made for a
grueling survey, ending in a too-narrow canyon.
Another party mapped more than 600 ft. in the
spaghetti of canyons below Canis Minor, but the presumed base-level stream still eluded them. A trip to
the western arm of the cave showed that the Canis
Major stream connected with Deanaland, ending
hopes for immediate extensions in that area.

A lead off the east arm of Canis Major led to the
easternmost point of Sides Cave in yet another confusing array of canyons. leading to the trademark
drops into small, wet lower level leads. A follow-up
party pushed the limit farther east to an upper level,

ending for now at an easy-looking dig with passage
visible beyond. This easternmost point lies less than
600 ft. from Northtown Cave. The western extreme of
Sides Cave, at the end of Canis Minor, is several
hundred feet from Cooper Spring, near the gate on
the Crystal Cave road.
Evidently, Sides Cave is not going to yield easy
and straightforward access to the hoped for Pike
Spring Basin trunk drains, nor is a connection with
the Mammoth Cave system imminent. With a wet
winter preventing access for much of the time, and
the remaining leads generally somewhat unappealing, activity has slackened off recently. But the cave
is already a significant component of the Flint Ridge
drainage, with approximately 10,000 ft. of passage
surveyed, and the leads, although generally unpleasant, are plentiful and will continue drawing survey
crews back. The potential is still great.
Stan Sides has learned some of the history of the
cave and spring. A 1922 topo map shows a house
immediately north of the sink. Pete Adwell, a neighbor, remembers the house as that of "the old widow,
Fanny Johnson". She lived there with a daughter, and
used the spring as her main water source. One hundred yards east of the eave is a solitary grave of
Fanny's husband, J.B. Johnson, who died in 1897.
Clayton Adwell, an adjoining landowner, also used
the spring when his well went dry in the summer.
Marvin Sell, born and raised on the property, remembers only one person trying to enter the cave; Eddie
Blair from Louisville tried to crawl into the hole, but
found it too low and backed out.
Survey crews: James Wells, Alan Canon, Chris Groves.
Mike Yocum, Richard Zopf, Howard Kalnitz. Bill
Koerschner, Damon Ch<clky, Walter Johnson, Bill Baus.
Dick Maxey. Dave West, Karen Willmes, Jim Dorden, .
Pete Crecelius, Dick Markel, Steve Collins, Cheryl Early,
Peter Shirley, Carol Vesely, Peter Gray, Sheila Sands.
Terri Hammond.
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CRF Headquarters continued from p.l ...
facilities for resident scientists are going
to be built. In designing our facilities we
are drawing from our experiences with
the strengths and weaknesses of both the
Austin House and Maple Springs
facilities, t.oe two in-park locations the
NPS have generously provided us for
operations until now.
The land itself will be managed as a
preserve in a way that is its due by virtue
of being part of the watershed of the
world's longest cave. A working group,
headed by Roger McClure, is now doing
the legwork necessary to make this
happen, that is, turning it into a smoothly
managed and financially stable asset.
The Hamilton Valley Center will
have a major impact on our operations
at Mammoth Cave. However, we also
intend for it to have a major influence in helping
cave science across the country. Years ago CRF
learned what kind of support university faculty and

Hamilton

Eastern Area IVs are invited to take part in land
management activities on the new CRF Hamilton
Valley property. A great deal of work needs to be
done, including the removal of interior fencing, the
repair of border fencing, brush clearing, trash dump
removal and repairs to the present huildings. The
following weekends have been set aside for
maintenance activities: May 15-16, June 19-20, July
24-25. These dates do not clash with regularly
scheduled Mammoth Cave expeditions. Please sign
up for these trips in advance by calling either Jim
Borden (606-223-2677) or Roger McClure (513-2333561)
Even if you can't make the work weekends,
please spend a few minutes during your next visit to
Mammoth Cave to look over the property, which you
will find is well worth the visit. The property is close
to the park's eastern houndary road, and the
expedition leader will be able to direct you there.

their students needed in order to gel drawn into our

kind of work. Our being able to provide that support

produced a blossoming of speleology in all its diverse
fields. The archeologists, biologists, geographers, and
geologists that were part of that are now senior
scientists and we have seen as many as two
generations of their students work as IVs. The
payback, in terms of the strength and reputation of
CRF, and the good work that we can lay
partial claim to, is enormous. The situation
in Colleges of Arts and Science has not
changed.
They
need our kind of
knowledgeable support as much as ever. We
have had the people and experience to offer.
Now we will have the final key element,
working space and a home.
[Editor's Note: Roger McClure chairs the Hamilton
Valley Land ManagementCommittee, which includes
Jim Borden, Don Coons, Rick Olson, and Stan Sides;
Bob Osburn chairs the Building Committee, which
includes Paul Hauck, Red Watson, and Richard Zopf.
Both committees
welcome your thoughts and
comments].

Valley Work Weekend
Schedule
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Open Letter to all Joi nl Venturers
You've read about our land purchase in the Hamilton Valley. You might be asking: What are
we doing'! If you arc a Califomia or Southwestem JV. you may well be wondering what some ambitious plans in Kentncky have to do with you. Please read on. If you cave at Mammoth, you might
be wondering why we have to change. After all. the Park Service lets us use Maple Springs. Isn't it
good enough'? There are comfortable bunks. It's air conditioned! We have a kitchen and nice commons room. What's the matter with that'?
In one word: It is not ours. We owe it to ourselves to do better. This is not nostalgia. It is the
single-most important thing to understand and if I can convince you why that is so then I guess I
can start to sleep better nights.
In my time. I've seen how CRFs ability to support cave science has diminished since we lost
our tield station on Rint Ridge. True, at the Ridge we had a set of buildings that were falling apart
and whose level of discomfort tried us all each time we spent a night there. Yet, we had exclusive
use of those buildings. We were unfettered in scheduling our time on the Ridge. More importantly.
we were able to provide scientists with a base of operations. We did this often and, as a result. a lot
of important work got done and a fair number of graduate students got their training in and around
the Central Kentucky Karst. Remember how we were able to host international guests? Remember
the Project Raleigh folks, the British Forces team? How about Professor Miotke or, even farther
back. Professor Boglie? Wouldn't you like those wide-open (in terms of possibilities) times back?
Remember camping out on pleasant spring nights? Remember what it was like to be close to
the cave and within walking distance of several cave entrances? Wouldn't it be worth it to guarantee that for us again?
On the othcr hand, do you remembcr thc timcs whcn thc fcrry doesn't work or the timcs that
the power, or the heat. have failed at Maple Springs? Remember expeditions with overdue parties-how when we were on Rint Ridge help was close by and not cut off by distance?
These are one part of what we want again. Most of all, though, we want the science back into
the cave. Hamilton Valley is giving us the means of making that happen. Why this is so has to do
with the structure of science. the way that it is funded, and the particular leverage the a group like
.'
CRF can exercise.
A generation ago, CRF was the key that opened a treasure box of gifted people and poured
them into the cave. These scientists have since made careers in archaeology, ecology,geology, hydrology, geography, and zoology, All of these fields are found in Colleges of Arts and Science and
generally, are outside the scope of big research dollars. Also, most people outside science don't realize that universities are poor providers of research support. In the best of situations, a university
will provide a salary and a roof over the head. Scientists have to fend for themselves by finding
ways, themselves, of paying for their work. This is where we will place our lever. Look what we
will have to offer: A base knowledge of caves, willing volunteer help, and a facility-in the beginning, a place to sleep and eat, a small wet lab (that means a room with a sink and some bench
space), a telephone, a modest library, a map room-these are a field worker's dream.
Well, we need a lot of money. A half a million dollars would be a good start. Not a lot of
money for the best caving field station in the world. What's more, this field station will be CRF's
national headquarters and the base for exploration, mapping, and scientific research in all the caves
of the Central Kentucky Karst. It will demonstrate our commitment to serious speleology and legitimate our future applications for real money from various foundations to build laboratory facilities
for cave science. But first we have to drill a well, construct a road, set up a kitchen and dining hall,
and build a couple of dorms.
We need your help.
0,

$500,000
Well, no, actually, we've already collected-and
spent-about
$100,000. The Hamilton Valley
is one of the prettiest pieces of karst landscape you've ever seen, with a cave, springs, sink holes,

the works. We're going to build on a knoll at the far south end of the property with a tremendous
view down the entire length of the valley. From the big front porch of the main building one day
soon, you can stand and exult in the thought that we-for CRF is us-own everything in view,
from the surrounding wooded slopes to the broad valley bottom below.
$400,000?
Well, probably we can get by with $300,000. A central building and two dorms, with the road.
well, water and septic systems, and furnishings will come to about that. The extra $100,000 is to
bridge the transition between the field station to a full scale field laboratory.
$3oo,000?
We want you to give as much as you can. Everybody knows that the ability to give varies over
an extremely wide range in CRF. The fact is that some JVs could give $100,000 and hurt less than
other JVs who give $1,000 or less. Think of it. If each of the 500 JVs gave $1,000, we'd have our
$500,000. But that will never happen. And it would not even be fair. What is fair is a principle of
equal pain. Give until it hurts, and that will be about right. We all need this field station equally,
and if we feel the pain equally, then our contributions are equal. You will know what it cost you to
give, and that is enough. However, we will acknowledge all contributors in the CRF Newsletter, but
not the amount contributed.
-Mel Park
Donations are tax deductible. Send your contributions to Cave Research Foundation. c/o Roger
McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive. Dayton. OH 45424.

The second part of this insert is a questionnaire for all JVs. While it concerns the Hamilton
Valley facility. we want all the ideas and insights that we can get. That means from everybody. all
over the country. Take these two pages out and mail them to Bob Osburn.
CRF is in the process of establishing a national headquarters as a base for moving up to a position where we can apply to the National Science Foundation and other organizations for research
grants. This is an essential move in the advancement of THE CA VE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
to a position of higher accomplishment, influence, and legitimacy in the world of science. There
are some world class scientists working with CRF. We intend to match our facilities to their work.
Initial plans now are for one main building with a large dining-commons room. restaurantquality kitchen. large pantry. storage space, cartography room, and expedition-Ieader's office. Two
unattached buildings will provide sleeping for 40.
1. What would you add?
2, Should the sleeping space be divided into small rooms or kept as one or two large rooms?
3. Can you sleep without air conditioning?
4. What should be provided for tent campers?
5. How about for vehicle campers?

6. Do you like to tent camp at CRF expeditions?
7. How about vehicle camping?
8. Some have urged that our toilets be outdoor composting ones. What do you think?
9. For 40 people, are 4 showers, 4 toilets, and 4 wash basins the right number?
10. Do you prefer individual showers or could you live with more of a dorm style (2-3 showers
each in separate men's and women's baths)?
II. Should the bath facilities be separated as to sex (2 of each facility for men and 2 of each for
women) or should they be lockable, first-come, first-serve?
12. What kind of appliances and work areas do we need in our kitchen?
13. What ideas do you have about energy-saving construction and facilities? If you have any articles or books that might be pertinent, please send copies to Mel Park.
14. CRF was founded primarily by two people, Phil Smith, a professional science administrator,
and Dr. E. R. Pohl. a geologist. The CRF mandate is primarily to provide volunteers to help scientists work in cave and karst regions. Among the sciences CRF was designed to support are anthropology, archaeology, biology. botany, chemistry, cartography, ethology, geology, hydrology, and
specializations of these and so on. Which of these sciences are you willing to come to expeditions
to support?
If you are a scientist or want to get involved in science:
15. Have you done projects with CRF before?
16. Would you do them in future?
17. What is your field?
18. What kind of bricks and mortar field support do you need?
Lab space:
Library:
Computer:
Computer network access:
Map room:
Kitchen:
Sleeping:
Anything else:

19. Would you use a separate residence building with its own kitchen and lab for your field work?
For all JVs:
20. How many days a year do you participate in CRF activities?
21. How many days a year will you participate after the new facilities are up?
22. What angers you the most about CRF?
23. What do you like best about CRF?
24. What do you want out of CRF?
25. What are you willing to give to CRF?
----------------

----------------fold

fold here ---------------

here
---------------

Bob Osburn
390 1 Cleveland Avenue
Sl. Louis. MO 63110
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The Underground Reader
Elizabeth Pennisi, Saving Hades' Creatures,
SCIENCE NEWS, Vol. 143, No. I I (March 13,
1993), pp. 172-174. Reviewed by S. Hagan.
Cavers often ponder what lies beyond the limits
of direct human exploration. This article provides
some clues. Biologist Glenn Longley (Southwest
Texas State University in San Marcos) with
assistance from John R. Holsinger (Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, VA) has managed to capture and
eatalog an extensive community of phreatic creatures
from 2,000 feet underground in south-central Texas.
Longley's work in the Edwards Aquifer is germane to
biospeleology, hydrogeology and karst conservation.
Accounts of strange blind and toothless catfish
and unusual salamanders popping out of deep wells
and in water towers around San Antonio go back to
the turn of the century. In the late '70s, Longley
began trapping and keeping count of what he could
find, starting with the white invertebrates he noticed
in the campus well's spillway. Moving on to other
wells and springs, he made a collection of snails,
copepods, amphipods, planaria, blind shrimp, two
species of troglobitic catfish-in time, more than 40
species from the deep artesian aquifer.
The Edwards Aquifer is a ten million year old
fault-zone junction of a coastal plain and a limestone
plateau, about 280 kilometers long. With other collaborators, Longley hypothesizes the food chain of
the cave community begins with microhes and fungi
feasting on mats of fossil material. Twelve species of
amphipods
coexist in this environment,
an
unprecedented diversity. One group originates from a
freshwater ancestor, another from shallow marine and
brackish waters, and a third from deep saltwater. A
unique isopod resembles those found in the
Caribbean. A water beetle is closest to a native of
Eurasia. These relict populations, says Holsinger,
"offer strong evidence for the stranding of organisms
from marine [environments] and also corroborate the
theory of continental drift."
Unfortunately, after millions of years of successfnl adaptation and survival, the cave creatures are
now threatened by human demands for more water.
Hopefully, Longley's work will be useful in stopping
the heedless tapping into this ancient watershed.

visited during the 1991-1992 trip) and an area around
the town of Kai Kou in the south of the province.
Both areas proved exceptionally rewarding, and a
great deal of unfinished business was left.
A more detailed report of the expedition will be
featured in the August Newsletter. The 1993 team
consisted of: Ian Baren, Ron Bridgemon, Pat
Kambesis, Don Coons, Dwight Deal, John McLean,
Chnck Pease, Tom Strong, Mick Sutton, Don Morris,
Mike Newsome, Janet Sowers and Carol Vesely. The
Chinese cavers were Xiou Kang Ning, Liang Hong,
Zhu An, Xiou Hong Ling, and Zhou Ping Ming. Some
of our Chinese hosts will visit the USA this summer;
their trip will include visits to the NSS Convention in
Oregon, and to karst areas in California.

•••
In the Cave of the Jade City
'Deep as a vaffey
hign as a fuI[[
penetrating to tne n,art of crouas
tunnefing to tlit earth'S COTe.
'!ft, way is 6(od:p{
6y stalactites ant! stafagmites
rocf<Jtnat fool(,idi:.
urulera crazy'Kyy,ff=J one5 of pU5
white onts of marrow.

efouas in floating tnreruf5
rise from our 600t5.
'Whit, 6at'
6ig as cnu~n5
,tartful 6y tne torcne,
flop again5t our faw.
SUdaenfy: a p,a/i..,urg" up
tfun: open ana (evef again.
'DragOTlJwant to spea.J(
tney near U5aruf stay quut
tntir 'pittl'< flow,
giving off'trang'
oaor,.
(jfiosts? lmmortafs?

'Mist? 'Tog?
OUT torcftesgive no [ignt
wrure do we go now?

rrTieocean can 6e crossed
tnt Yangtze traversed
6ut tn, lmnwrtaf of SpirituafPower
wifl6, nara tofina again.
'Yuan Hung-tao (l568-1610)

CRF Expedition to China 1993
The 1993 CRr China expedition left for Guizhou
Province on March 13 and retnrned to the United
States on April 10-11, having mapped 10 miles in
approximately 30 caves, with passages np to 250 ft.
wide. The trip was a cooperative ventnre WiUl the
Sonth China Normal University, Guiyang. The
comhined CRr and Chinese team visited two main
areas; Guado in central Guizhou (the same area

"The two Tao brothers and I went lhrough flat on our bel.
lies. lighting our way with torches. Smoke filled the available space, so that our tears fell like rain. Then J remembered hearing an old story about people suffocating because
of torch smoke in caves; I became frightened and retreated"
-from a prose description of Yuan's visit to thc cavc.
[from Pilgrim of the Clouds, trans. Johnathan Chaves, 1978.
Reprinted with permission from the publisher, John
Weatherhill, Inc., New York}
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CALENDAR
MAMMOTH

MISSOURI

CAVE

Memorial
Day, May 28-31. Mel Park, 901-272-9393.
Independence
Week, July 2-11. Scott House, 314-2874356.
Summer, Aug. 6-8. Tom Brucker, 615-331-3568.
Labor Day, Sept. 3-6. Bob Osburn, 314-772-5813.
Columbus Day, Oct. 8.11. Neil and Terri Hammond,
317-786-2092.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 24.28. Phil DiBlasi
& Jan
lIemberger, 502-637-2030 (H); 502-588-6724 (W).
New Year, Dec. 30-Jao 2, 1994. Kevin Downs, 502933-4406.

June
Oct.

223-2677 two weeks in advance. Some of the one-day expeditions may be extended to a second day at the discretion of
the expedition leader.

GUADALUPES
Memorial
Day, May 29-31. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Pat
lIelton.
Carlsbad
Cavern Restoration
Field Camp, June
20-26. Dave and Sue Ecklund. 803-648-7610.
Independence
Day, July 3-5. Fort Stanton Cave. John
Corcoran.
Summer, Aug. 7-8. Fort Stanton Cave. Gavin Corcoran.
Labor Day, Sept. 4-6. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Randy
Cabeen.
Columbus
Day, Oct. 9-16. Lincoln NF. Dick Venters.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 24-28. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Dick
Desjardins.
Late Fall, Dec. 18.19. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
To sign up for an expedition, notify the Personnel Officer,
Dick Desjardins 505-344-7053 (7-9 pm MDT) or the food coordinator, Fritzi Hardy 505-345-1709 at least one week in
advance.

July
Nov.

24-25, Aug. 21-22,
6-7, Dec. 11-12.

Sept.

18-19,

Most trips originate from Alley Center in the Ozark National
Scenic Riverways but others may be held at Forest Service
campgrounds. Additional survey and bio-inventory trips take
place at frequent intervals, and scheduling is usually flexible
enough to accommodate the schedule of out-of-state Ns who
wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott House
(314-287-4356), Doug Baker (314-878-8831) or Mick Sutton
(314-546-2864).

CALIFORNIA

First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the

expedition leader or Operations Manager, Jim Borden, 606-

12.13,
23.24,

May 29-31. Lilburn-mapping,
bydrology, sedimentology.
Peter Basted, 415-926-2319 (H); 415-854-3300 x2755 (W)
May 29-31. Lava Beds-inventory
& monitoring, mapping.,
reconnaissance. Mike Sims, 503-655-6609 (H).
June 19-20. Lilburn-mapping.
Joel Despain, 209-565-3336
(H); 209-565-3341 (W).
July 3-5. Lilburn-mapping.
1I0ward Hurtt, 209-266-0521
(H); 800-766-4234 (W).
Aug. 21.22. Mineral King-mapping,
hydrology. Glen
Malliet, 209-754-6674 (W).
Sept. 4.6. Lava Beds-inventory
& monitoring, mapping.
Dill Devereaux, 503-363-3831 (11).
Sept. 4-6. Lilburn-mapping.
Ricb Fellows, 510-462-8953
(H); 415-964-9628 (W).
Ocl. 9-11. Mineral King-mapping.
Glen Malliet, 209-7546674 (W).
Oct. 9.11. Lilburn-mapping.
Paul Nelson, 818-302-8453
(W).

Oct. 30-Nov. 1. Lilburn-hydrology.
Mike Spiess, 209-4343321 (11); 209-431-8100 x322 (W).
Nov. 25-28. Lava Beds-inventory
& monitoring, mapping,
reconnaissance. Bill Devereaux, 503-363-3831 (H).
Jan 22, 1994. Fresno-annual
meeting. Mike Spiess, 209434-3321 (11); 209-431-8100 x322 (W).

FITTON CAVE
The following dates are provisional-call
727-2497) or Jack Regal (501-736-8008)
and to register for an expedition
May 15-16; June
19-20;
11-12; October
23-24.

August

Pete Lindsley (214to confirm the dates
5-8;

September

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

MEETINGS
Cave Management
Symposium,
Carlsbad, NM. See p.2 for details

October

CRF Annual Meeting, November 19-20, Washington
University, Saint Louis, MO. See Bulletin Board, p.2.
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